
Harry Potter and the Order 
of the Phoenix

In his fifth year at Hogwarts School for Witchcraft 
and Wizardry fifteen-year-old Harry Potter finds 
most of the adults in his life distracted and  
disobliging. Lord Voldermort has returned and 
along with him the threat of an all out Wizard 
War. Fighting the evil Dark Lord and his minions 
is the newly reactivated Order of the Phoenix. 
Membership includes Headmaster Dumbledore 
who is so caught up in current events, he allows 
Harry’s school situation to become miserable.

The new Defense Against the Dark Arts 
teacher, the bureaucratic Delores Umbridge, 
causes much of Harry’s misery, keeping him in 
detention and banishing him from Quidditch. 
Harry’s discovery that his much-revered father, 
James, was somewhat of a bully in his youth 
makes his situation nearly unbearable. 

Left to their own resources a group of 
students, under Harry’s leadership, create 
Dumbledore’s Army, organized for the purpose of 
defending itself against Voldemort’s ever strength-
ening Death Eaters. The story climaxes with a 
late night confrontation at the Ministry of Magic 
between the Death Eaters, Harry and his friends 
and members of the Order of the Phoenix. 
Sirius Black is killed. A distraught Harry returns 
to Hogwarts, learns about his foretold destiny 
from Professor Dumbledore, finishes the school 
year and returns to his Uncle Vernon’s home for 
another dismal the summer.
Notes:
• Students do not need to read Harry Potter and 

the Order of the Phoenix to successfully complete 
these lessons. 

• The quotations at the beginning of each lesson 
are for the teacher’s edification and serve as a 
link between the book and the lesson. These 
quotes may be shared with the students, but are 
not components of the lessons. 

Lesson 1: Phone Spell

It was a tight fit; Harry was jammed against  
the telephone apparatus, which was hanging 
crookedly from the wall as though a vandal had 
tried to rip it off. Mr. Weasley reached past Harry 
for the receiver.

“Mr. Weasley, I think this might be out of order 
too,” Harry said.

“No, no, I’m sure it’s fine,” said Mr. Weasley, 
holding the receiver above his head and peer-
ing at the dial. “Let’s see…six…” he dialed the 
number, “two…four… and another four… and 
another two…” 
—Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, 
Chapter Seven 
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Grades 
4–7



Library Lessons

When Arthur Weasley takes Harry Potter to 
the Ministry of Magic he introduces him to the 
method for accessing the secret entrance. All one 
needs to do is pick up the receiver in the old 
telephone booth outside the building and dial 
6-2-4-4-2. This is an easy number to remember 
because the letters corresponding to the numbers 
spell MAGIC. 

Time Required: 20–25 minutes

Objectives: 

• The student will be introduced to an alpha-
numeric concept.

• The student will complete a decoding activity 
based on a telephone’s keypad. 

Materials: 
• Phone Names visual
• Harry Potter Phone Spell activity
• writing tools

Procedure:
1. Prepare the materials prior to class.
2. Display the visual. Read and discuss it with 

the students.
3. Pass out the activity sheets and writing 

tools. Read the instructions to the students. 
Students may work individually or in groups.

4. Check for understanding. Answers: 1. 
George Weasley = 436743-932753; 2. Susan 
Bones = 78726-26637; 3. Lee Jordan = 533-
567327; 4.Cho Chang = 240-21264; 5. Dean 
Thomas = 3326-840627; Bonus: 1. 6384553-
5664268866 = Neville Longbottom; 2. 
5862-56834663 = Luna Lovegood; 3. 44669 
– 9327539 = Ginny Weasley.

Extension Activity: Encourage students to create 
a list of all the members of Dumbledore’s Army.

Lesson 2: Magical 
“Fellytone” Directory

“So…where d’you want to go?” Harry asked as 
they entered Hogsmeade. The High Street was full 
of students ambling up and down, peering into 
the shop windows and messing around together 
on the pavements.

“Oh…I don’t mind,” said Cho, shrugging. “Um…
shall we just have a look in the shops or some-
thing?” 
—Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, 
Chapter Twenty

If Harry would have done some research and 
looked up Hogmeade’s Madam Puddifoot’s shop 
in the Yellow Pages before taking Cho Chang 
there he would have known its reputation as  
“The Date Place” and saved himself from an 
embarrassing situation.

Time Required: 25–30 minutes

Objectives: 
• The student answer questions concerning 

information found in a fictional telephone 
directory yellow page.

Materials: 
• Magical “Fellytone” Directory visual
• Magical “Fellytone” Directory activity
• writing tools

Procedure:
1. Prepare the materials prior to class. Note that 

the visual works well when run off on yellow 
paper and made available as a reference tool for 
each student or group.

2. Display the visual and ask students: What page 
of the directory is displayed? (Page 170) What 
are the guide words of this page? (Reading—
Robes) Does anyone know why the word 
“Fellytone” is used in place of telephone? (The 
telephone is basically a Muggle tool. In fact, it 
is so seldom used in the Wizard World that Ron 
Weasley refers to it as a “Fellytone”.)

3. Pass out the activity sheets, writing tools, and 
copies of the Magical “Fellytone” Directory  
yellow page. (The visual may also be displayed 
during the activity to be used for student  
reference.)

4. Read the directions on the activity sheet to the 
students. Students may work independently or 
in groups.

5. Check for understanding. Possible answers: 
1. The places listed only exist in the imagi-
nary wizard world. 2. Alphabetical Order. 3. 
Reading-Restaurants-Robes. 4. 22-2888372337 
(22-BUTTERBEER). 5. 18a Diagon Alley. 6. 
Gladrags Wizardwear. 7.The Yellow Pages—
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Because a bank is a business. 8. Free and fast 
fittings. 9. Mr. Augustus Worme. 10. Ahead—
Because W comes after R. 11. Yes—Diagon 
Alley’s phone numbers contain the prefix 11 
whereas Hogsmeade’s numbers are prefixed 
with a 22.

Extension Activity: Students may wish to create 
a sample yellow page from another fantasy world. 
Possible places include:
• Dictionopolis—works of Norton Juster
• Dinotopia—works of James Gurney
• Everworld—works of A. K. Applegate
• Hobbiton—works of J. R. R. Tolkien
• Narnia—works if C. S. Lewis 
• Neverland—works of J. M Barrie
• Lilliput—works of Jonathan Swift
• Oz—works of L. Frank Baum
• Pern—works of Anne McCaffrey
• Wonderland—works of Lewis Carroll

Lesson 3: Howlers

… Harry raised his hand to seize the letter, which 
was on a scarlet envelope, but it soared right over 
his head, flying directly at Aunt Petunia, who let 
out a scream and ducked, her arms over her face. 
The owl dropped the red envelope on her head, 
turned, and flew straight up the chimney again.

Harry darted forward to pick up the letter, but 
Aunt Petunia beat him to it.

“You can open it if you like,” said Harry, “but I’ll 
hear what it says anyway. That’s a Howler.” 
—Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, 
Chapter Two

Most students attending Hogwarts have received a 
howler at one time or another. A howler is a “red” 
letter delivered by an owl that shouts a message 
of annoyance at the recipient. If left unopened, 
it explodes into a violent barrage of emotion and 
everyone nearby hears the message. 

Time Required: 20–25 minutes

Objectives: 
• The student will compose a letter following 

specific directions.
• The student will display knowledge of fic-

tional characters. 
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Materials: 
• Howlers visual
• Write a Howler activity
• writing tools and “scratch” paper
• red paper

Procedure:
1. Prepare and collect materials prior to class.
2. Display the visual and read the content to  

the students.
3. Display or hand out the activity sheet.
4. Encourage students to choose fictional char-

acters that they are familiar with but different 
from other members of the class. Tell students 
they may write the howler from the perspective 
of either one of the fictional pairs. Explain that 
sometimes it can be more fun to be the villain. 

5. Give each student scratch paper to write a 
rough draft. Final products should be written 
on red paper, as are all howlers.

6. Encourage students to share their work with  
the class.

7. Display the students’ howlers on a bulletin 
board decorated with owls carrying the letters 
and titled “Howlers!”

McREL Standards
Language Arts
• Uses the general skills and strategies of the 

reading process.
• Gathers and uses information for research 

purposes.
• Uses the general skills and strategies of the 

writing process.
• Uses reading skills and strategies to under-

stand and interpret a variety of informational 
texts.

❖  ❖  ❖

Lynne Farrell Stover has over thirty years of 
experience as an educator and is currently a 
Teacher Consultant at James Madison University 
in Harrisonburg, Virginia. She has taught many 
teacher workshops and won Teacher of the Year 
in 1999 from the Virginia Council of Economic 
Education and from the Virginia Association for 
the Gifted. She is the author of Magical Library 
Lessons, More Magical Library Lessons, and From 
Snicket to Shakespeare from UpstartBooks.
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Phone Names
Phone names, also known as vanity numbers, are created using the letters of the alphabet that 
correspond to the specific numbers on the telephone’s keypad. (A keypad is an example of an 
alphanumeric display and is used in text messaging.) Phone names are beneficial because they 
are useful in helping remember a phone number. 

ABC DEF

JKLGHI MNO

TUV

Operator

0 #*

PQRS WXYZ

Examples of phone names include:

1-800-463-3339 (1-800-GO FedEx) Federal Express
1-800-742-5877 (1-800-PICK UPS) United Postal Service
1-800-843-2665 (1-800-The Book) Barnes & Noble 

If the author of the Harry Potter series, J. K. Rowling, had a toll free telephone number it 
would be easy to remember if it were:

1-800-769-5464 (1-800-ROWLING)



Harry Potter Phone Spell
Hermione Granger is an excellent problem solver. She knows it is important to keep the 
names of the members of Dumbledore’s Army a secret. Help her devise a code using the  
telephone keypad, changing the spelling of the DA’s members’ names into numbers.

ABC DEF

JKLGHI MNO

TUV

Operator

0 #*

PQRS WXYZ

Example:
Harry Potter = 42779-768837

1. George Weasley = _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2. Susan Bones = _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ 

3. Lee Jordan = _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _

4. Cho Chang = _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ 

5. Dean Thomas = _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ 

Bonus: Decode the names of these DA Members. Hint: They all fought at the Ministry  
of Magic battle.

1. 6384553-5664268866 = _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

2. 5862-56834663 = _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3. 44669 – 9327539 = _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Calling Harry Potter

Magical “Fellytone” Directory
170      Reading – Robes

Reading
Flourish and Blotts

Diagon Alley

11-26657

WhizzHard Books

12b Diagon Alley

11-17433482

Restaurants
Florean Fortescue’s Ice Cream Parlor

Diagon Alley

11-7372378

Honey Dukes Sweetshop

Main Street – Hogsmeade

22-22639

Obscurus Books
18a Diagon Alley

11-232787

Contact Mr. Augustus Worme

concerning publishing  

information

The Leaky Cauldron

Caring Cross London

(Entrance to Diagon Alley)

11-919273

Madam Puddifoot’s 

 “The Date Place”

Hogsmeade

22-236473

The Three Broomsticks

Hogsmeade

Madam Rosmerta-Proprietress

22-2888372337

Robes
Gladrags Wizardwear

Hogsmeade

22-76237

Twilfitt and Tatting – Upscale Robes

Diagon Alley

11-252779

Madam Malkin’s 
Robes
for All Occasions

Diagon Alley

11-32629
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Magical “Fellytone” Directory
A telephone directory is a reference tool used to find addresses and phone numbers of people 
and businesses. Telephone numbers and addresses for individuals can be found in the white 
pages. The yellow pages section of the directory contains information concerning businesses. 
Using the fictional yellow pages provided, answer the following questions. 

1. How do you know the sample page is fictional?  ________________________________

2. In what order are the businesses listed?  ______________________________________

3. What are the three business categories listed?  _________________________________  
_______________________________________________________________________

4. What is the telephone number for The Three Broomsticks?  ______________________

5. What is the address for Obscurus Books?  _____________________________________

6. If you lived in Hogsmeade, where would you most likely purchase your wizard’s robes?   
_______________________________________________________________________

7. Would you look in the white pages or the yellow pages for the telephone number of 
Gringotts Wizarding Bank? ________________ Explain your choice.  ______________
________________________________    _____________________________________  
_______________________________________________________________________

8. Businesses may choose to purchase a special advertisement to be placed in the yellow 
pages. What does Madam Malkin guarantee her customers?  ______________________  
_______________________________________________________________________  
_______________________________________________________________________

9. If the author Gilroy Lockhart wanted to find a new book publisher, who could he contact?  
_______________________________________________________________________

10. If you wished to locate the page listing a shop where wands were sold would you turn 
ahead or back from page 170? _________ Why?  _______________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________

11. Extra Credit: Can you tell by the phone number alone if a business is located in Diagon 
Alley or Hogsmeade? _________________________________ How?  ______________  
_______________________________________________________________________
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Howlers

In Harry Potter’s world, a howler is a special red letter delivered by an owl. This magical letter 
yells a scolding message from the sender to the recipient. 

When Harry’s Aunt Petunia received a howler from Professor Dumbledore she knew she was 
in trouble.
 
Here is a howler that Hermione Granger might have sent to Marietta Edgecombe.

Marietta Edgecombe
Ravenclaw House, Hogwarts School

Do you realize what you have done? You betrayed Dumbledore’s Army! 
Don’t try to hide it. The hex you triggered when you betrayed us is 
the reason your face is all broke out in boils. I hope it takes years for 
your skin to clear up!

Your Former Friend,
Hermione Granger 

To: Petunia Dursley
From: Albus Dumbledore
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Write a Howler
Pick a pair of adversaries. Pretend to be one and write a howler to the other. Your howler 
should include why you are angry and what you plan to do about it. Your letter must 
show knowledge of where the recipient may be found and your relationship to this person. 
(Remember howlers are heard by others, so please don’t write anything inappropriate.) 

Wizard World Pairs

• Dobby the House-elf—Lucis Malfoy
• Harry Potter—Draco Malfoy
• Hermione Granger—Rita Skeeter
• Luna Lovegood—Moaning Myrtle
• Mad-Eye Moody—Vernon Dursley
• Minerva McGonagall—Delores Umbridge
• Neville Longbottom—Gregory Goyle
• Rebeus Hagrid—Argus Filch
• Remus Lupin—Severus Snape
• Ron Weasley—Gilderoy Lockhart

Fictional Foes

• Aslan—The White Witch
• Alice of Wonderland—Queen of Hearts
• Dorothy Gale—Wicked Witch of the West
• Encyclopedia Brown—Bugs Meany 
• James Henry Trotter—Aunt Spiker & Aunt Sponge
• Matilda Wormwood—Headmistress Agatha Trunchbull
• Peter Pan—Captain Hook
• Popeye—Bluto
• Sherlock Holmes—Professor Moriarty
• Superman—Lex Luthor
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